


Annexure 

STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED FOR ENTERING DAILY MAIN SCROLL, 

CHEQUE PAYMENT SCROLL, RECEIPT SCROLL & DATE WISE 

MONTHLY STATEMENT (DMS) IN PFMS. 

 

1. There is a ‘bank reconciliation’ module in the PFMS through which the 

processing of scrolls/DMS will be done. 

2. There are four options viz. main scroll, receipt scroll, payment scroll & 

DMS. 

3. The data entry will be done in all the above forms. 

4. IFSC codes of Focal Point Bank (FPB) and of dealing branches are 

required for data entry in the main scroll. 

5. All these scrolls will be entered by the dealing hand and passed by the 

AAO. 

MAIN SCROLL ENTRY 

1. In the main scroll entry form the date wise entry of receipts and payments 

of each dealing branch is required to be done. 

2. The main scroll will be allowed to ‘Forwarded to AAO’ only if the date 

wise totals of receipt and payment of all the dealing branches entered in 

the main scroll is matched with instrument wise total amount entered in 

the receipt and payment scroll. 

3. At the AAO level on the click of ‘Accept’ button the system will check 

whether the status of all the instruments appearing in the scroll is 

‘encashed’/ ‘matched’ i.e. appearing with green background colour. The 

main scroll will be successfully passed only if the status of each challan 

entered in the receipt scrolls of all the dealing branches is 

‘encashed/matched’ i.e. with background colour as ‘green’ 

RECEIPT SCROLL ENTRY 

1. The date wise & dealing branch wise entries made in the main scroll will 

appear on the screen upon selecting the relevant parameters. 

2. The totals of challan wise amount entered must match with the totals 

shown on the screen/entered in the main scroll. 

3. The status of challans entered vs the data entry made at the time of 

‘challan entry’ will be shown at the AAO level.  The status will be shown 

in different background colours which  may be interpreted as ‘green’ 

means ‘encashed/matched’, ‘yellow’ means ‘variance of amount’, ‘blue’ 

means ‘only in scroll’ i.e. challan number or/and DDO code is not 

matching. 

4.  If status of any challan at AAO level is shown as ‘variance’ i.e. 

background colour is indicated as ‘yellow’ then all such challans will be 

available at AAO level under sanctionUnreconciled challan.  The AAO 

will then edit the amount etc. and thereafter the status of the said challan 



will be changed to ‘encashed/matched’ i.e. with background colour as 

‘green’ if all the entries are matched. 

5. If the status of any challan at AAO level is shown as ‘only in scroll’ i.e. 

background colour is indicated as ‘blue’ then fresh challan entry needs to 

be done in all such cases and only then the status of the said challan will 

be changed to ‘encashed/matched’ i.e. with background colour as ‘green’ 

if the entries are matched. 

6. The main scroll for a date will be successfully passed only if the status of 

each challan entered in the receipt scrolls of all the dealing branches is 

‘encashed/matched’ i.e. with background colour as ‘green’ 

PAYMENT SCROLL ENTRY 

1. The date wise & dealing branch wise entries made in the main scroll will 

appear on the screen upon selecting the relevant parameters. 

2. The totals of cheque wise amount entered must match with the totals 

shown on the screen/entered in the main scroll. 

3. The status of cheques entered vs the data already available in the database 

on the basis of bill passing/LOP entry will be shown at the AAO level.  

The status will be shown in the form of background colour which  may be 

interpreted as ‘green’ means ‘encashed/matched’, ‘yellow’ means 

‘variance of amount’, ‘blue’ means ‘only in scroll’ i.e. cheque 

details/DDO code are not matching. 

4. The accounting of all the instrument will be done irrespective of its 

status. 

DATE WISE MONTHLY STATEMENT (DMS) 

1. The DMS will be entered FPB wise and month wise. 

2. The data entry needs to be done for all the days of a month.  The data 

can’t be entered partially for a month. 

3. The month will appear in the LOV (List of Values) after the last day of 

the month. 

4. If on any day there is no scroll or there is only receipt/payment scroll then 

the value ‘0’ needs to be entered in the relevant column. 

5. Upon entering the value in all the columns ‘Forward to AAO’ button will 

become enabled. 

6. No accounting will be done on the basis of DMS.   
 

 


